Henry’s Information (cont’d from P-3)
Final Expense Polices
A key to processing a Simplified Issue or Final
Expense policies is efficient underwriting. Nearly all of
these policies are underwritten by answering medical
questions on the application with no examination. No
blood or urine is required. Coverage is available up to
age 85.
We also have Guaranteed Issue available for
those clients who do not qualify for Simplified Issue.
Please give us a call at 631-585-6047 so that no
families are stuck with a funeral bill they cannot pay.
IF YOU THING HALLOWEEN IS SCARY,
Wait until you see what's happening in the
life Insurance Industry.
Principles-Based Reserves (PBR) has been in the
works for 15 years and went into effect beginning
January 1, 2017. It's being phased in over a three-year
time frame. PBR permits carriers to use economic
reserves rather than statutory reserves, affects
product pricing and design, particularly for longer
duration level premium term and GULs. In general, we
expect premium increases for those who use captive
insurers and pricing relief for those who have been
more conservative in their reserving.
The 2017 CSO Mortality Tables and PrinciplesBased Reserves will be in effect for all life products by
January 1, 2020. All products sold on or after this date
must be compliant with these regulations.
The bottom line is, get your applications in as
soon as possible before year-end as applications,
products and premiums will be changing on January
1, 2020.
Big banks, financial advisors and the IRS would like
you to think, the only way to save for retirement is to
load up on stocks, and feed the Wall Street beast.
Be aware that this "beast" can bite the hand that
feeds it. It bit Americans hard in 2008, when Wall
Street tanked and all most took the nation down with
it.

NEED ASSISTANCE CALL: Retired Lt. Henry
Demchak - Insurance Liaison (631) 5856047
9/11 Tribute Museum is Being Kicked
Out of Its Home
by Andrew Denne - NY Post - 11/11/19

The owner of the building that houses the 9/11
Tribute Museum is selling the property and the 13-

year-old museum is getting the boot, according to a
report

The Tribute Museum is a smaller and less-prominent
site than the 9/11 Memorial and Museum, but
opened several years earlier, in 2006, at the site of a
former deli that fed the rescue workers who flooded
the area in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 terror attack.
Lee Ielpi, whose firefighter son was killed when the
Twin Towers collapsed, is a co-founder.
It moved to 92 Greenwich St. in 2017, but building
owner Thor Equities has now put the property on the
market for $30 million and says it will be sold vacant
to a buyer, Crain’s reported.
It was unclear whether the Tribute Museum will
continue on in a new space.

“A landlord has the right to manage or dispose of an
asset as they see fit,” the museum told Crain’s in a
statement. “The 9/11 Tribute Museum continues to
welcome visitors to tour our historical exhibitions,
which share the first-person perspectives of those
who experienced 9/11. We continue to proactively
seek supporters and donors for our ongoing
mission.”
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